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ABSTRACT

lhis study focuses on the underachieving student. In
particular, it examines the effect on a group of
underachieving biorogy students, drawn from three standard

nine classes in a girrs' secondary schoor in Ersies River,
of a short but intensive period of mediated learning
experience.

The study was designed to show whether Feuerstein's mediated

learning experience (MLE) courd improve the serf-concept of
biology students.

The MLE intervention took the form of eight 45-minute

sessions with the group of L0 students, with two sessions a
day over a period of four days. The sessions were designed

in accordance with the essential, and some non-essentiar,

criteria for MLE.

The intervention was preceded by a test of the serf-concept
of the students, using the serf-concept rnventory deveroped

by Vrey & Venter (1983). Following the intervention, the

students' self-concept was measured again, using the same

instrument.
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A significant improvement was observed between the first and

the second measurement of self-concept.

In addition, the students urere given an opportunity to give

their view of the intervention by means of the MLE rating
scare deveroped by the cognitive Research Programme of the
University of the Witwatersrand. All of the students

reflected positively on the experience.

The study provides evidence that those students whom

teachers often give up on - or who give up on themselves

are nerdifiable in the ordinary school setting through MLE,

They can progress from being passive acceptors to active
par,ticipants in the learning process, with a concomitant

improvement in self-concept.
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INTRODUCTION

According to Sanders (1993:13), most teachers are not happy

with the way biology is being taught in schools. This

observation is based on conments and papers at conferences

by teachers and academic staff of tertiary institutions.

The lengthy content-Iaden syllabus leaves little time for
practical work, during which students might discover and

obserrre and interpret data for themselves. The syllabus
fosters undesirabre teaching methods which involve only the

transmission of facts, rather than inquiry or interactive
methods of learning. No guidance is given for teaching

students to solve problems in biologry.

The author states further (Ibid:l5) that "one of our very

real problems in South Afrlca is that the matric biology
exam focuses on the testing of factual knowledge at the

Iowest cogmitive leve1s, ir spite of the fact that 40

percent of the higher grade exan j.s required to assess

higher cogmitive skills. "

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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This suggests that those involved in setting the examination

papers are not clear about what these "higher cogmitive

skills" are, or that they have rittre confidence in teachers

being able to teach such skills.

The problem is complex and sigrnificant changes in the

curriculun or the nature of the exanrination will no doubt

have to await a change in policy on the part of the new

educational authorities .

The ideal situation would be for the teaching of thinking
skills to become a part of teacher training and a compursory

part of the curriculuru. This would be a big step in the

direction of an "emanrcipatory curriculun', (McKay and Rom,

L993zl3'1), or a curriculum free of what Morrow (1989:168)

ca1Is "doctrinaire" thinking - the opposite of critical
thinking.

Teachers often encounter appeals to educate the "whole"

child. (Gunther, 1.988:L].; Vrey, 19?9 z2L6; Cawood, Strydom &

Van Loggerenberg, 1980:9). One aspect of this is the
positive development of the affective domain of the child.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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But the priority in the web of schooling Beems to be on

equipping students with basic skills those of writing,
reading and arithmetic. Along with this goes the "mastery"

of certain subject contents. Very little time is allocated
to reflecting on the processes taking place during the

learning activity. sylrabi are comprehensive in setting out

the learnlng materials, but little attention is given to
instnrction on how to learn, or how to facilitate meaningful

learning, in the various school subjects.

Nickerson, Perkins and Smith (1985:6) say ',it is an

indisputable fact that many students do not acguire the

ability to think effectively as a conseguence of their
educational experience. "

students nay pass their school subjects without developing

effective thinking ski1ls. Research at the university of the
l,Jestern cape by weil ( L989 ) and Mehl ( 1985 ) indicated that
although students achieved the entrance scores for
particular subjects - accounting and physics in these

studies they experienced difficurties during their first
acadenic year.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The Feuersteinian theory of mediated rearning experience
(MLE) holds out the promise to teachers of being able to
teach thinking skilIs to students, irrespective of the

subject being taught or the perceived ',intelligence" or
otherwise of the students.

For the teacher of biology (as no doubt for other subjects
too) the critical question is: can Feuerstein's MLE improve

the thinking skills of students if applied within the

context of this content-heavY subject, as presently defined
by the curriculun?

For the biorogy teacher concerned to educate the ,'whore"

chird, incruding the affective rearm, a key question is: can

Feuerstein's MLE assist in improving the serf-concept of
students whose educationar experi.ences have teft them with a

feeling of inadequacy?

The research outrined below is an atternpt the ans$rer both

these questions. The outcome suggests that they can both be

answered in the affirmative.
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CIIAPTER 1: HOTMTION FOR THE STT DY

BIOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM

Biology is often called a ,'difficult" subject, fuII of
foreign words and worms and snails. rt is true that biorogy
has many terms which students find difficurty in remembering

and relating to. Conseguently in the biology classroom,

"remembering" is often emphasised and "Iearning,',
incorporating skills reguired for problem solving in
biology, does not feature prominently enough.

Formal testing of biology students by the author, in aII
secondary school standards over the past nine years,

reflects a general weakness in problem solving patterns

where students are confronted with tasks to be compreted.

There could be many reasons for this, but observation

suggests that the forlowin€J are significant contributing
factors:

The attitude of students to the subject, which is
compulsory at the school where the research was

conducted, is not a healthy one. The subject is viewed

as an isolated body of knowledge which the students feel

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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they have to master. This "mastery" of information

brings us to the second problem.

Students invariably equate "Iearning" with memorisation

of the facts. There is little interaction with the

information presented and students rely heavily on their
memory for class tests, practical tasks and

examinations. There is thus a strong prevalence of

"rote-Iearningrr atrrong biology students.

Ausubel, Novak and Hanesian (L978:L44-L46), see meaningful

learning as taking place when new information is "relatable
and anchorable to relevant estabtished ideas in cogmitive

structure. They can be related to existing ideas in ways

making possible the understanding of various kinds of
sigmificant relationships. "

Students do not view the information as related to their
existing biological concepts. Thus no combinatorial,

relative or derivative tlpes of relationships are made with
their existing biological schemata.

The temporal span of retention is thus reduced and early

information has to be "relearned" or "rememorised" for test
and examination purposes. A compartmentalistic view of
subjects is encouraged by the structure of the different
school subjects.
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In revision sessions, students often respond that they have

not "gone over" the old work again and thus are unable to
answer adequately those questions relating to earlier work

in the syllabus. This probably means that they have not

"rememorised" chunks of the earlier work.

For crearer insight into the issue of biorogy learning it is
necessary to take a closer look at the microcosn of the

classroom - the various forces at play that drive and

determine the nature of the learning process in a particurar
subj ect.

Traditionarry, teachers are concerned about what students

learn and their scores in examinations for the subjects. To

contextuallse the problem, schools in the townships are

usually overcrowded and teachers overworked. set syllabi
have to be compreted within a given time and students of
various abilities and backgrounds are grouped together.

This often leads to a situation where the relatively
advantaged student becomes the focus for the teacher and her

lessons, while the underachievers suffer neglect. Despite

the organisationar and structural probrems that exist in our

schoors, teachers stirr feer under pressure to produce good

results.

The issue of streaming versus mixed-abirity grouping has its
imprications for the teachers in our schools. Arthough they

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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might agree with Kelly (1978:154) that students with

learning difficulties must be seen as an intergral part of a

mixed-ability class and not as special cases, not all
teachers are skilled at facilitating such a mixture of

abilities.

Traditionally, teachers are trained to teach a homogeneous

group of students, with special courses offered for teachers

interested in the "special" chiId. Secondary teachers are

not generally concerned with the teaching of basic skills of
reading and writing, yet there are students who have

deficient reading and writing skills. These students, due to
the educational system, have not been identified as having

learning problems and have proceeded to graduate into
secondary schools.

There is a marked shortage of facilities for the adolescent

in secondary school who is experiencing difficulties with

learning and problem solving. Mann, Goodman & Wiederholt

(L978:2) summarise the situation when saying that "the field
of learning disabilities... has been largely committed to
developing basic skills in young children. This commitment

was based upon the reigning philosophy of intervention
programs the earlier the better. "

In our schools it is practically impossible to do a fair
assessment at the end of a lesson to determine how each

student has coped with the information. At this specific

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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school, the average time of 35 minutes per lesson puts

further constraints on teaching and learning.

For biology in particular this has implications. A rough

assessment suggests that students have to Iearn an average

of five new biologicar terms per lesson. The generar method

of daily assessment is in the form of homework given, which

students solve not by drawing on their experience of the
Iesson but by simply restating the ansr^rers as they appear in
the textbooks very often verbatim.

It has become clear to me during the past nine years of
teaching at this particurar schoor and through contact with
other biology students that there are difficurties pecuriar

to the teaching and learning of biology as a secondary

school subject.

According to the Education Bulretin speciar Edition ss g/86

(1986:1), the objectives of the Senior Certificate Biology

course are the following:

"The objective of the syllabus is to provide a course which

wiII develop in the pupils the following attributes:

1.L an understanding of the fundamental principtes based

upon the study of living organisms

L.2 an awareness of biological relationships

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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L.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

10

an ability to make critical, accurate observations

of biological material and to make meaningful

records of such observations

an ability to analyse and to evaluate biological
informaion, to formulate hlpotheses and to suggest

procedures to test them

an ability to communicate clearly when reporting
information and expressing ideas

a respect for aII living things and an urgent

awareness of man's responsibilities in the

preservation of life
a love and appreciation of South African fauna and

flora and a recognition of the urgent need for
nature conservation.

Arthough it is crear from these objectives that the syrrabus

does aim at teaching cognitive skills ',understanding",

"ar,rrareness of relationships"r "criti.cal and accurate

observations"r "formurate hlpotheses"r "communicate clearry"
- nowhere does it provide any guidelines as to the teaching
of those skills. The introduction of the syllabus is the

onry section that addresses aspects of cognition. The rest
pertains to the content and suggested teaching aids to a

Iimited extent.

The "how" of learning is seriously lacking in biology
teaching. The syllabus encourages the "here-and-now,,

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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approach to biology teaching with a critical shortage of
workshops or supplementary material avaitable to teachers.

There are particular areas in the syllabus that are ctearly
related to one another - cell division, genetics, DNA

replication and protein slmthesis but these are not set
out as such. And these are the very topics that senior
biology students experience particular difficulty with. No

metacogmitive activity is outlined or encouraged where

students pause to deliberate on their thinking patterns and

problem-solving skiIls.

There is no initiation or orientation of the beginning

biology teacher. The interpretation of the syrrabusr BS welr

as its implementation, is not adequately guided by those

responsible for doing so.

RATIONALE FOR TIIE STT'DY

During an assigmment as part of this degree programme, five
students were given a problem-solving exercise on the

section of genetics in the std 9 syrlabus. Arr except one

student could recognise the correrational nature of various
subsections of the subject. It was atso during those

crinical interviews and other assigmments that insight was

gained into how the underachievers tackled problems j-n

biology.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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These students presented themserves as passive recipients of
information with disastrous effects on their thinking and

problem-solving abilities in biology. Students were unable

to draw on their own past knowledge of ceII division for the

genetic problem presented. In fact they never perceived the

two as being related. They could not confidently make

decisions and plan their course in the problem-solving

activity.

The analysis was performed within the Feuersteinian

framework and it was decided to continue this study in the

same paradigm, the reasons for which wiII be discussed

further in the section on theoretical framework.

During discussions with students on broader biological
topics, the author was often taken aback by the insight
shown by the low achievers at different times during the
problem-solving process. It was during those informal
discussions that an incongruity emerged between these

students' weak performance at subject rever and their brief
moments of competence disprayed at other times during the
general discussions on easier subsections of the work.

rn keeping with the Feuersteinian framework, these "moments

of competence" were interpreted not as rucky strokes, but as

an indication of the potential or the ability of those

students given the opportunity of exposure to mediated

teaching and Iearning experiences.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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An apect of motivation for this research is what Feuerstein,

Rand and Rlmders (1988:xi) term "the principle of the

possible". This is that whatever the student can be

motivated and educated to do successfully just once becomes

the level of reasonable expectation for the future.

AD,OLESCENT ITIIDERACEIEIIERS

Does a student do badly due to a negative self-concept or

does a student have a negative self-concept due to repeated

failure? According to Purkey (]-979220), this is an

unresolved issue but "there is ample evidence to support the

conclusion that unsuccessful students... perceive themselves

and their relationships to the world around then differently
than those who succeed." The author cites Durr & Schmatz'

( 1964 ) report that urrrder,aehievers were more withclrar,rrn and

tended to lack self-reliance, a sense of personal worth and

a feeling of belonging.

Adolescent underachievers are at a stage in their lives
where. they are faced with challenges that may negatively
affect their learning. These students have often suffered
years of despair, frustration and academic rejection. Gergen

(L97L:51-52) states that an individual's level of self-
regard may be vitally affected by the social and educational

surroundings. For the unsuccessful student the environment
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in which he/she spends half of the waking day is not

conducive to the formation of a positive self-concept.

Burns (19822!62) also contends that "cogniti.ve development

aldg the adolescent in understanding himself and his wor1d,

enabling him to integrate alt his experiences into a more

comprehensive self-concept. " If a greater part of those

exgeriences, that of schoor life, is negative it has adverse

effects on the construction of a hearthy serf-concept. This

is particulartly true of the underachieving adolescent.

Lerner (1981:t23) is of the view that a problem with
rearning may influence every aspect of the student's worrd.

She says that clinicar teaching can provide therapeautic
results and that progress in learning and problem-solving

has a beneficiar effect on personarity, enhances feelings of
self-worth and rekindles interest in learning.

Low-achievers are often labelled as I'dim,r or "stupid', by

teachers and fellow students alike-. This label1ing has

imprications for the students' self-concepts as werr as for
their performance academically, perpetuating a feeling of
futirity that enverops the student and often the teacher

too. Lerner (1981:42) sees labeIling as stigrmatizing which

can prove to be a self-fulfilling prophecy that imposes

limits on teacher expectations and reinforces a student's
learning difficulty. She states that a child's cogmitive

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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abilities are influenced by environmental conditions and

experiences.

The present educational crisis and context contribute to low

achievement and high failure rates. Within this educational

culture it becomes easy for students and teachers to believe

that it is impossible to bring about change in cognitive
performance of students. In this cycle, many students who

have the ability to enter tertiary level education are lost
without their potential ever being realised.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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CHAPTER 2: DESIGN OF Tm SflrDY

The research methodology of this study is more of a

qualitative than a quantitative nature. It draws on a

psychometric instrument of measuring self-concept, a series
of intervention sessions and a rating scale for the subects'

evaluation of the intervention. There is no elaborate

statistical manipulation of data, but a comparison is made

of self-concept measurements before and after the

intervention.

DEFINING THE POPUI"ATION

A group of 10 low-achievers were identified, using the

following criteria: a survey of their biology results for
the past two and a half years, including seven major

examinations, class test and practical test performances.

(The researcher is in the position of having taught this
group biology for the last two and a half years. )

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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STAGE 1: CONSTRUCTION OF TIIE MLE QIJESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire on the MLE of these students was

constructed, using gruiderines based on the research of Klein
( 1991 :2L3-240) , Mintzker ( 199 L:259-270) and Lidz ( j.99 j. :Z7t-
285). The research of Sewell and Price (199L:294-3t4) was

arso useful in designing the questionnaire. students were

given approximately 15 minutes to complete the
questionnaire. (See Appendix 1A. )

This questionnaire was constructed with the hope of gaining

insight into the amount or level of MLE that these

underachievers might have been exposed to.

According to Mintzker (L99L:259), inadequate MLE occurs as a
result of two broad categories of factors. One being

characteristic of the recipient of the mediation that
impairs the capacity to benefit from the exposure to MLE.

The other category consists of the environmentar factors
which interfere with the capacity of the mediating agents to
perform their functions.

Those mentioned as belonging to the latter category are

"curtural discontinuity and social disruption caused by

poverty or poriticar oppression". The author states that in
conditions of struggre, parents tend to restrict themselves

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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to the immediate physical and survival needs of their
children.

It is with the last broad category in mind that the
questionnaire was desigfned. Each of the set questions, when

positively responded to, implies the presence of at least
the three prereqfuisites of MLE, For example: ',I often sit
and chat to my parents,' or "I an often consulted on

househord matters". The mediation of meaning, transcendence

and reciprocity are strong possibirities when the above does

happen in the home of a student.

SeweII and Price (L991:296), refer to the extensive

documentation of the persistent l-ow academic performance

among chirdren of row socio-economic status. They mention

further that "the styre of the mother-chird interaction is a

criticar factor infruencing cognitive growth, especiar_ry

among the high-risk popuration.ll Questions relating to the

above aspect are numbers 2, Sr 7, gr 10, 11, LZr 15 and 20.

The authors speak of the rore of language in the interactive
process, stressing the importance of the quality of
communication between the mother and the chird. euestions
pertaining to this aspect of cognitive deveropment are L, z,

6, 7, 12, 13, L4, L6 and j.7.
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Questions 3, 8, 10, 13, 1-4, LB and 21 deal with what

Feuerstein (1980:25) refers to as curturar transmission as a
category of MLE. Through positive interaction with parents,

relatives and grandparents the child gains access to
information which would be unavailable to her/him if not

conmunicated by the more initiated and experienced

generation.

Lidz (1991:272-284) gives a usefur survey of the riterature
that provides insight into the effect of the child's
environment or socioeconomic status on the cogmitive

abilities of the child. The author reports that research has

indicated that parents who were generarry non-punitive had

the most competent children.

STAGE 2: SELF-CONCEPT MEAST,REUEMT

The self-concept of the group was measured, using the SELF-

CONCEPT IIIVENTORY of Vrey & Venter (1983b). (See Appendix

2.)

The scores were taburated for comparison with a serf-concept
score after intervention had taken place. The instrument was

serected as it was developed in a south African context, has

been widely used and has reliability and validity co-

efficients. rn fact it is one of eight instruments used to
develop a self-description inventory for African students as

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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it contains aspects that relate to the African adolescent

Iife experiences. (Mboya, 1993 : 184)

Although it is accepted that self-concept is a

multidimensional construct, (Burns, 1-982:208-203; Marsh,

L992235-42; Mboya, 1993:189-191), it was felt that a

measurement of adolescent global self-concept would suffice
for this study.

STAGE 3: TIIE INTERVENTION

The construction of the model draws on the exanrples and

guidelines provided by Kopp-Greenberg (1991 :241-2SB) and

Kopp (1985). The content of the intervention was the cell
division section of the Std 9 syllabus.

Feuersteinian intervention usually takes place in the

content-free Instrumental Enrichment Programme. Nowhere does

this study aim to use any of these instruments, but it
shares the sane convictions and framework. What has been

done in this study, is to take Feuerstein's suggestion for
further research and to provide content to Mediated Learning

Experience. (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman & Miller L980:399)

This model wiII be the basis of the intervention. The

details of the model are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Arrangements were made with the school administration and

parents of the students to implement the project at the

school over a period of about two weeks. This was done in
eight 4S-minute sessions after school.

STAGE 4: A SECOITD SELF-CONCEPT ME,ASI,REMEIIT

A second measure of the students' self-concept was made,

using the same instrument, after the intervention. This

score was arso tabulated for comparison with the first self-
concept score. From a comparison of the resurts, conclusions

are drawn about the rerationship between Mediated Learning

Experience and self-concept.

STAGE 5: TIIE MLE EVALUATION

Each student was given a condensed version of the MLE Rating

Scale as set out by Skuy, Mentis, Dunn, Durbach & Arnott
(1991-:60-65). (See Appendix 4A for the MLE Rating Scale. )

The MLE rating scare provides the opportunity for students

to rate the quality of mediation offered by the mediator. An

analysis was made of the responses. (See Appendix 48. )
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CIIAPTER 3: LITERATITRE St RVE"[

MEDIATED LE,ARNING EXPERIENCE

There has been ongoing research on MLE with some promising

reports. Nickersen, et aI.(1985:155-161) report that
findings in the use of MLE are impressive. The authors

comment on the effective use of MLE in countries like the
united states, canada and venezuera where the rE programme

has sigmificant impact on students, Iives. Kopp-Greenberg

( 1991'.245 ) arso states that MLE has been used effectivery in
rnstrumentar Enrichment and improved cogmitive functioning
in adolescents and adults.

Feuerstein, Rand & Rlmders (1988) give accounts of their
success with "retarded" performers, some of whom were Down's

Slmdrome persons. These case studies give support to the

theory and practice of MLE.

"The more a child is subjected to mediated learningr

experiences, the greater wiII be his capacity to benefit
from direct exposure to learning. on the other hand, a rack

of MLE will produce an individual who will benefit very

little from direct encounters with tearning tasks."
( Ibid: 58 )
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Keane and Kretschmer (1987:49), in their research with deaf

children and MLE, see mediated learning experience as

helping individuals to learn how to learn and thereby

enhancing their ability to adapt themselves to change.

Ir-t 1 South African context, the work of Skuy et aI. (L987)

indicates that individuals with learning problems gained

much from mediated learning._ MehI (1985;1991) shows that
science teaching can gain important principles from MLE

theory.

Skuy, Lomofsky, Fridjohn & Green (1993:92-L08) report that
MLE, specifically the Instrumental Enrichment used with
preservice teachers in a South African Teacher Training
CoIlege, showed an improvement in the cogmitive functioning
and the self-confidence of the students and provided the

student teachers with a facilitative approach to their
prospective pupils.

Rutherford (1989:116) claims that with a mediational

teaching style, students improved in the area of attitude,
behaviour and motivation.

Hayrood (1993227-36) provides useful guidelines on a
mediational teaching style and its imptementation in the

classroom. He concludes by saying that there are as many

ways to mediate cognitive functions as there are good
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mediators and also that good mediators use their
personalities and feedback from the students to regulate
their own behaviour and setect mediational strategies.

Tzuriel (L991.:95-1L5) presents a transactional approach

wherein the affective-motivationar aspects are addressed in
the framework of MLE and cognitive modifiability. He

portrays a circurar reration between the cogrr,itive and the

affective-motivationar rearm. He suggests that rather than

to analyse the sources of presented difficulties, the

mediational approach is to work integratively on both

leve1s. (Ibid:100)

This suggestion seems to echo purkey's (Lg7g:15-23)

contention that gcademic performance and serf-concept are

i3tr,icqtery reJ.ated. Tzuriel (1991:100) speaks in a broader

sense when he says that "experience with most individuars
shows that small modifications in either the cognitive or
the affective-motivationar rearm imnediatery affect the

other realm, which in turn becomes reciprocal.,'

SELF-CONCEPT At{D ACADEI.TIC ACHIHUEI{EIFI

According to the riterature, research has shown that there
exr_9!_A a definite relationship bgtween self-concept and

academic performance, but as Sonn (1987:L38) observes the
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cause and effect relationship cannot be stipulated. Vrey

(L978:115) also stresses the interaction between self-
concept and achievement. He states clearly that there is no

referral to cause and effect but "there seems to be a strong

mutual relationship between these two phenomena". He cites
Brookover (1965) as finding that the self-concept of

children was related to corresponding changes in scholastic

achievement.

What can be stated clearly though, is that "the relationship
between self-concept and achievement is reciprocal"

\_--__

(Burns,L982z227). This implies then that self-concept

manipulation can i.nfluence performance and that conversely,

performance manipulation can influence self-concept. It is
from the latter perspective that teachers are strategically
placed to have an influence on both academic performance and

self-concept.

Gurney (1987:134) states that from research it is difficult
to say which is the causal agent, but that L!_ i" nrulent for
teachers to work both on achievement and self-concept at the

:*" time. He reports a finding that the provision of

remedial help functions to improve academic performance as

weII as self-concept.

Shaw, Edson & BeII's (1960:L93) research indicates that in
high school students there is a marked difference in the
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self-concept of high achievers and low achievers. It is thus

expected that a low self-conceptj€, hel,d- by__t!_e students
paticipating in this study, as their performance was

measured as being consistently lgw for two and a half years.

Purkey (L979222-23) supports this view that Iow achievers,

due to their experience of failure, generally have lower

self-concepts than do higher achievers and will consistently
have a smaller chance of performing better.

Vrey (L979:9L-92) e1_g_l^.ains that school is a place where the

child constitutes new relations. The effect that this has on

his self-concept depends on his experience of efficiency,
adequacy and succe5_s. An implication of this is that if this
experience is negative it has an adverse effect on the self-
concept=. This has its bearing on the adolescent who has had

5_eneg_tgd experience of failure._The author (Ibid:115) also

argues that the self-concept is always subject to change

depending on the experiences of the person. It follows then,

although not simplistically, that positive school experience

should alter the self-concept of the low achieving student.

It is in view of the above that the low achievers setected

for this project were manipulated on a cogmitive level
within the Feuersteinian framework with the impact on the

self-concept determined subsequently.
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To my knowledge, there has been little investigation into
the effects of MLE on the self-concept of students and

specifically on the enhancement of the self-concept of

underachieving students through the mediated teaching of
biology.

Messina (1993:74) concludes that his research into reading

comprehension and MLE supports the Feuersteinian view that
MtE is the basis for building sound cognitive functions and

future structural cogmitive modifiability even in adolescent

years. He states that the mediation in his research

encouraged higher attainment by students. The author also

notes that an aspect of his research "het die leerlinge se

self vertoue en selfbeeld versterk" (Ibid:75) He also

recommends a teaching model where the student sees the

te-ache.f as mediator, facilitator, adviser and friend.
( Ibid: 76 )
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CIIAPTER 4: TIIEORETICAL FRAI{EIilORK

FET'ERSTEIN'S THEORY OF STRUCTT'RAL COGNITIVE HODIFIABILITY

AITD !{EDIATED LEARNING EXPERIENCE

The structural. cognitive modifiability (SCM) theory is based

on the assumption that people have the unique capacity to
modify their cogmitive functions to adapt to changing

demands. Feuerstein et aI. (1980:9) insist that in order to
understand cogrritive modifiability it is necessary to
appreciate the difference between "structural,' and "other
kinds of change occurring in the course of development."

The auth_ors state that cognitive modifiability refers to
changes in the state of the organism, brought about by a

deriberate program of intervention that wirr facilitate the
generation of continuous growth by rendering the individual
receptive and sensitive to internal and external

stimulation. This means that if structural change is brought

about, it will affect the individual's future reaction to
stimuli.

The process of cognitive modifiability is seen as possible

irrespective of the three conditions often considered as

.'Lstacles to change. These are: etiology, Bg€ and severity
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of condition. The authors insist that, except for severe

instances of genetic and organic impairment, individuals are

open to modifiability at aII ages and stages of development.

"The formulation of insufficient MLE postulates that
cognitive impairments emerge not necessarily nor directly 1
because of poor genetic endowment or organic deficiencies. ;

They result instead from the absence, paucityr or ,-_

ineffectiveness of the adult-chird interactions that produce

in the child an enhanced capacity to become modified, that
is, to learn." (Feuerstein et aI. L979:70)

Feuersteinian theory, (Feuerstein et aI.r1980:6-9) makes a

cogent attack on the notion of intelligence being static and

unchangeable, with the lQ-testing movement seen as one of
the major factors contributing to such notions. The work of

y Piaget is seen to have demonstrated that the essence of
intelligence lies not in its measured product, but in its
active construction by the individual, thus exposing the
myth that intelligence is fixed at birth.

The three main characteristics that describe structural
cognitive modifiabirity are: permanence, pervasiveness and

centrarity. (Tzurier & Ha1mood,l992z9) Permanence refers to
the durabilty and endurance of the cognitive changes over

time. A structural change is one that will remain in the
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individual's cognitive repertoire ready for utilisation when

required.

Pervasiveness refers to an assimilation and diffusion
process in which the changes in one part significantly
affect other areas of the individual's functioning.

Centrality refers to the self-perpetuating, autonomous and

self-regulating nature of cogmitive modifiability. "Once

activated, the dlmamics of modifiability propel the

individual along a course of development that could not be

anticipated on the basis of his previous performance. "

(Feuerstien et aI, 1980:3) Structural cogmitive

modifiabitlity is brought about by mediated learning

experience (MLE).

Feuerstein, et aI. (1980:L9) explicate the relationship
between cogmitive modifiability and MLE as follows: "Our

.oJt"rrtion is that mediated learning experience is the

foundation on which cogmitive structures are built and that
even as }ate as adolescence,

modifications are possible. "

major and significant cognitive

The theory of Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) was

developed over the period of 1950 to 1963 during which

f".r".=t"in worked with large numbers of children with
problems of dysfunctional academic and intellectual
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abilities. With years of observation, the theory of MLE was

consolidated, pointing to the role of a hunan mediator in

the development of the cognitive abilities of learners. In

1963 Feuerstein delivered a series of lectures at

international universities at which a formal presentation

was offered to audiences of behavioural scientists deeply

involved in the study and remediation of socio-culturally
disadvantaged, populations. (Feuerstein, Klein & Tannenbaum;

1991:5 )

The authors define MLE as a quality of interaction between

ttre organism and its environment, the quality of this
Iearning experience being ensured by the interposition of an

initiated intentional human being who mediates the stimuli

impinging on the organism. The mediator acts as a selector

of stimuli from the environment and then "frames, filters
and schedules them." (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman & MiIIer,
L980:16). By this process the child forms learning and

b_e_lavioural patterns which detemine his/her capacity to

bscome modified when later experiencing direct stimuli.

a[According to Feuerstein (1980,]-991) another ingredient, the

human mediator, is added to the Piagetian formula of

\timulus-organism-response" ( S-O-R ) . Feuerstein, et aI .

(1991:7) present the formula, taking into account the human

mediatorr os follows : Stimulus-Human-Organism-Human-Response

*-*-O-*-R). This model depicts the human interposition
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between the environmental stimuli and the child. The human

mediator determines that the individual experiences the

stimuli in a certain manner. MLE is thus the factor that
determines differential cogmitive development in
iurrru,rals.

Feuerstein et aI. (1980:59), argue that MLE does not refer
primarily to the "what, where and when" of an interaction.
It is rather the "how" of hunan interactions that
characterises MtE. This implies that not all human

interactions have a mediational value. The authors give the

exa.urple of a rrno. instruction by parents to a child to
remove itself from imminent danger. The desired response is
procured, but this does not aid the child in making future
decisions about the sources of danger.

The same can be said of learning that takes place in a

classroom. The teacher may be satisfied that students are

familiar with particular content, but often there is no

guarantee that the student will be able to solve problems in
the related area or apply the knowledge gained. This, of
course, is more possible when at least the first three
prerequisites of a mediated interaction are satisfied.

There are some LL criteria of MLE interaction. The first
three of these criteria are considered to be essential
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characteristics that describe and define all MLE

interactions.

1. Intentionality and reciprocity

A" intention of the med.iator affects three dimensions of
the interaction: the child, the mediator and the stimuli.
According to Feuerstein, Rand & Rlmders (1980:62), MLE

encourages the chita to perceive stimuli with clarity and

precision. It follows then that a teacher, motivated by an

intention to have particurar knowredge adequatel-y perceived,

transforms the stimulus, rendering it more salient and

lttracti.ve to the 
"tfd"rri'.- ;ii;'mediator wirl also change the

s_tate of the child, rendering him more vigilant.

rntentionality in the crassroom transforms the triangrurar
rglationship teacher, st5.mulus, student creating within
the student prerequisites for cogmitive modification.
rntentionarity arso refrects the desire of the mediator to
shape the child's functioning in a direction in keeping with
his culturally determined values, goals and habits.

Feuerstein, Klein & Tannenbaum (199121-7), explain that any

tbntent, from the most elenentary to the highest form of
mental activity, cErn bear the special qfuality of MLE if
s_haped by intention. They go further by suggesting that the

best way to evaluate the mediational guality of an
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interaction is to detect the transformation produced by the

intention.

Teachers can ask themserves "how different is the mediated

event from the regular one?" For teachers it is especially
ietuf to use the following gruidelines to convey intent and

ftciprocity - amplification of voice, gestures, repetition,
use of colour or any method to make the mediated stimurus

seem different from a regular classroom one.

within the constraints of the crassroom, the mediation of
l--intentionality and reciprocity could be totally lost as

teachers are nore than overLoaded with syrrabus work to be

covered. It could become an effort on the part of the

teacher to sustain a teaching style that conveys reciprocity
and intentionarity for each part of information dealt with.
In_ larger classrooms, tlpical of the township schools, the
possibirity of distraction increases, which courd counteract

th.e mediational efforts of the teacher.

The transmission of intentionarity and reciprocity has its
positive infruence on the serf-concepts of students. Tzuriel
& Halmood (1992:10) see the reciprocity aspect as being

essential for the development of basic feelings of
competence and self-determination. "Interactions imbued with
reciprocal intentionality assist children to realize that
their actions influence other peopre's behaviour and foster
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their organismic belief that they can be agents of change.',

( Ibid: L0 )

Burns (1982'.247 ) says that teachers' treatment, beliefs and

expectations are part of the students' experience and

thereby influence the students' developing self-concept.
Through mediating intentionality and reciprocity - verbally
and non-verbally - a teacher transmits to the students their
status in the classroom and the message of the teaching is
that the teacher views the students positively. By ensuring

that the students "see" what he sees and "hear,' what he

hears in the lesson, the teacher acknowledges the students

and forms a relationship that is inherently reciprocal.

2. Transcendence

Feuerstein, Rand & Rlmders (L988:64) believe that "an MLE

interaction is never limited to the immediate need that
elicited it". The authors state further that of all the

components of MLE, it is transcendence that is the most

humanising.

The goal of a lesson could be to eguip students with skills
to adequately solve problems within an area of content. The

intention of the teacher to make the student feel competent,

does transcend the immediate or prime goal of a lesson.
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The teacher can explicitly transcend the primary goal of a

lesson by relating various bodies of knowledge to one

another; various subsections of the syllabus for a

particular standard or of different standards. Here there is
the explicit awareness on the part of the teacher of the

intention to I'transcend". This is easier done if the teacher

is familiar with the subject as taught across the standards.

This encourag students to think beyond _!_he :Ll__ i$ne4,i.a t e

experience of the subject and also when they are further in
the curriculum, to reflect on the earlier work done in the

subject. This fosters familiarity and interaction with the

subject that makes a student feel less isolated from the

subject matter.

As a humanising agent, successful transcendence in MLE in
the crassroom fosters a positive view that the student forms

of himself or herself in relation to the subject.

3. Heaning

According to Segal, Chipman & Glasser (1985249), a tearning

interaction is not neutral, but has affective, motivational
and varue oriented significance. The teaching interaction in
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the classroom also bears these characteristics. In celI
biology the importance of cells, their functions and

activities can be highlighted.

It is the mediation of meaning that Feuerstein et aI.
(1988'.66;1991224) caII the "energetic" dimension of the

interaction. It is the "why, what for and other questions

rerated to causar and teleological relationships and reasons

for something to happen or to be done. "

In the classroom the situation arises where students are

presented with information of which the implicit meaning is
often lost. within the constraints of the crass environment

the meaning or reason for doing a particular section of a

syllabus is not made clear enough by teachers. Students just
see the chunks of information within the ,'biology class"
context - divorced from their existing schema. This fact
that teachers are not always "animated by a need to mediate

their own meaning has a negative outcome... as it is the

effect of a lack of emotionar-affective rinks between them

and their... pupils." (Feuerstein, et aI. 1991:26)

This implies that teachers who feel motivated to mediate

meaning to their students foster a positive link between

themserves and their students. Those teachers acknowredge

students as worthy of knowing the reasons for knowledge

being imparted. Again the successful mediation of meaning
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has an inherent effect on the students' view of themselves.

Mediation of meaning enriches the quality of the interaction
between teacher and students. Students will come to feel
that beyond the formal relationship there is a "Iink"
between them and their teacher. The teacher draws on his or

her own culture as weII as that of the students to provide

meaning to the activities of the classroom.

The teacher, by mediating meaning, at the same time

transcends the immediate goal of the interaction in the

lesson and cultivates within students the need to look for

"meaning" in the wider sense of the term. (Feuersteinret aI.
1991:26) The authors emphasise that individuals devoid of an

orientation to search for meaning are disadvantaged in many

respects: cognitively, emotionally and in all ways which

affect the motivational, energetic dimensions of Iife.

Teachers are in a position to have powerful influences on

the self-concepts of students by mediating meaning and

nurturing in students a need to search for meanings in
broader school life. The 'I have nothing to lose; So what"

attitude of students could benefit from the mediation of
meaning. Many students who have repeated experiences of
failure feel that they are at school through no choice of
their own and their main aim becomes to get out of the

system.
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PARAI{ETERS OF REINFORCING I{LE

The parameters discussed below are not essential for MLE,

but are responsible for the diverslfication of cognitve

styles, creating great diversity in hunan existence.
(Feuerstein, et al. 1991t28). The non-essential para.ureters

combine with the essentiar paranreters to make interactions
between adults and children that of MLE.

1. Mediation of a feeling of corpetance

Feuerstein et al. (1988;L991.) distinguish between competence

and a feering of competence. This distinction highrights the
importance of the presence of a mediator. The authors feel
that a feering of competence is not a direct outcome of an

individual's perception of his,/her capacity, but that this
feering is dependent on the intervention of a human mediator

who interprets competence and turns it into an awareness,

feeling and consciousness of that competence. "The feeling
has to be reflected in the views of others and in the

interpretation given by them to one,s behaviour as

manifesting competence." (Feuerstein et aI. L991:30)

rn this regard the teacher has a centrar rore to pray in the

classroom experience. rn terms of serf-concept, the teacher

is the significant other providing a continuous flow of
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feedback to the student that invariably has an effect on the

self-concept. The authors view the present system of
evaluating and grading of students as being product

orientated, and feedback to the student as often mechanical.

The teacher add.s the human erement of the student's sense of
achievement.

2. Mediating regnrlation and control of behaviour

Regulatlon and control of behaviour has two opposing

aspects: the control of impulsivity and the initiation of
behaviour. "rn mediating contror of behaviour, the mediator

contrors the system of the chird's response prior to overt
behaviour in order to inhibit imputsive behaviour or to
accelerate the child's activity..." (Halnvood & Tzuriel,
t992zLl)

rmpursive behaviour is activery encouraged by the system of
interaction in the crassroom, where teachers and students

work against time. Questions are posed and students raise
their hands before giving adequate consideration to the
questions. Their evaluation of their understanding being

measured by the time elapsed before raising their hands.

Those failing to raise their hands are seen as not grasping

the question and are left behind.
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The impulsive student also tends to complete the question

along with the teacher in order to display a sense of
understanding. What is often encountered is that the

impursive student provides an answer before the question is
completed.. Kopp (1985:54-57) sees the situation as anenahle

to change with the responsibility lying with the teacher to
mediate the desired behaviour. She suggests a tlpe of
behaviour modification, where answers are not accepted

unless controlled behaviour occurs.

Further suggestions are: to pose questions in group

settings, where students have to consurt one another before

responding; to encourage students to mentally count to three
before responding. she advises that the teacher assist the

student to develop a system or plan for gathering

information. This is particularly useful for biologry-t1pe
questions, where students are presented with graphic

information and have to serect relevant data to formurate a

correct response.

The other aspect, that of initiating behaviour, is related
to feelings of competence. Students may have manipulated

data correctly and come to a correct response, but fail to
articurate their solutions due to a lack of confidence. The

process-centered teacher has to interpret the inhibition and

not be guided by the efficient respondents in the crassroom.

The majority of students who were selected for this project
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are of this type. The teacher involved in mediating

regulation and control of behaviour, according to Feuerstein

et aI . ( 1-991. : 38 ) , encourages " cognitive control of
behaviour". He is not impatient with the thinking process

and shows appreciation for those students engaged in
reflective thinking before responding.

3. Dtediation of sharing behaviour

(ltlediation of individuation and psychological

differentiation)

These two characteristics are in some ways opposed. Sharing

behaviour encourages socialisation and a sense of unity with
others, while individuation inplies creating a sense of
identity. Mediating these two parameters in balance in a

crassroom needs pranning and consideration by the teacher as

the mediator.

The teacher mediates sharing and individuation when asking a
student to share his/her correct response with the class.
The student gets credit for arriving at the correct solution
but has the responsibirity of sharing knowledge with others.
Pair problem solving is another technique that fosters
sharing behaviour, where students jointly arrive at a

sorution. These two parameters are constantry at pray in the

crassroom and it is the rore of the teacher to ensure that
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one is not fostered at the expense of the other. Again, the

adequate mediation of these two parameteres can only have

positive effects on the self-concepts of the students.

HLE A}TD SELF-CONCEPT

The above parameters, essentiar and non-essential, encompass

most of the ingredients that writers on serf-concept see as

important to enhance or positively influence a student's
self-concept.

According to Feuerstein, Rand & Rlmders (1988:x) "Iow
functioning chirdren rack both self-confidence and crear
pathways to learning and the onry way their needs can be met

is if the two deficits can be addressed simultaneously. ..',
They arso assert that the teacher needs to be convinced that
childrens' potentiarities are indeed nodifiable and that
teachers need to convince students themserves of their
modifiabirity. rt is clear from this contention that the
perception by the students of their potentialities is
reinforced by their levels of performance.

This project is an attempt to improve students' acade.mic

performance and to positivery affect their conceptions of
themselves; in other word.s, to improve their cogmitive and

problem-sorving ability and to enhance their self-concept,
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with reciprocal effects on further performance. Central here

is the theory of structural cogmitive modifiabitity.
Feuerstein et aI. (1988:7) point to a required distinction
to be made between "modifiability" and "change". Change is
limited in scope, more specific and less sustained over a

period of time. Modifiability on the other hand relates
essentially to alterations that occur in the ',individual
himself, his personality traits, his thinking ability and

capacity and his general level of competency', (Ibid 1988:Z).

In the theory of MLE the affective-motivational factors that
affect cognitive processes are not widery eraborated on. The

authors do point to the way in which these factors of the

affective domain can combine negatively to influence
performance. fn subsequent work, Feuerstein (1988;1991) does

give more attention to the affective-motivationar domain.

school is an area traditionally seen as a rearning centre,
yet as most teachers are aware, there are covert processes

that operate at an informat revel. schoor widens the range

of possible self-evaruations for students. Teachers are in a

position to modify rearning procedures as werl as existing
self-concepts of their students. It is through the

activities in the classroom that teachers become the

"sigmificant other." Burns (L982:163-201) sees the continual
giving of feedback by teachers, interpreted by the students,
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as an important way in which students learn ab

themselves.

Sonn (1987:55), feels that "elke onderwyser kan verhoed dat

voelens van minderwaardigheid en frustrasie by sy leerlinge
onstaan deur hulle met die nodige respek te bejeen. Die

onderwlzser moet leerringe daarop wys dat erke mens uniek is.
Op die wyse kan die onderr*yser die nodige selfrespek by sy

leerlinge ontwikkel wat hulle sal aanspoor en motiveer om...

in hulle skoolwerk te presteer.,' Here the mediation of
competence, regiulation of behaviour and individuation is
directly called upon. Burns (1982:393-404) also mentions

that a student shourd feel supported by the teacher and not

overwhelmed. This can be done by mediating feelings of
competence and individuation.

when a teacher consciousry med.iates the parameters of MLE in
the crassroom, the positive effects on the teacher-students

relationship is implicit. WiIson & Morrow (L961:501-510),

concluded in their research that a student's academic

performance is related to the relationship between the

teacher and the student.
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CHAPTER 5: CELL DIVISION AllD MLE

The moder for intensive mediated rearning experience is an

attempt to explore MLE at an operational leveI. The model

will attempt to mediate the learning of ceII biology,
bearing the cogmitive demands for that section in mind.

rn terms of the cognitive functions described by Feuerstein

et al- (1980:73-75), the cogmitive demands for this section
of biology wiII be analysed and the 1essons planned

accordingly. The authors do mention that the list is not

definitive or exhaustive. The erements are conceptuarised

for the purpose of analysis, understanding of underlying
processes and for didactic purposes.

THE COGNITIVE FT'NCTIONS RELET'AITT

TO THE TE,ACHING OF CELL DIVISION

A. IitPUT PHASE

This involves the quarity and quantity of the information or
data selected as the students attempt to solve a problem.
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1 Sharp and focused perception

The student must be able to delineate graphic and verbal

data precisely in order to gather adequate data necessary

for a solution, €9. the shape and sizes of different cell
types; the absence or presence of membranes indicating
different stages of ceII division; the absence or presence

of different cell structures indicating the stages of cell
division.

2. Systematic exploration of the learning situation

Students need to plan their information gathering and

scanning. They need to recogmise the different ceII t1pes.

They also need to read the instructions carefully before

attempting to answer the questions. often students associate
question tlpes with certain diagrams and teachers find
responses that are totarry irrelevant to the questions set.
What also happens frequently is that students become

engrossed in answering one part of a question and fail to
attend to a second part.

3. Precise understanding of word.s and concepts

This is particularly important as biology is loaded with
terms and concepts. rf students do not recognise these terms
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in questions or learning materials, the elaboration and the

output phase of the mental act is severely affected.

4. Understanding of time and space concepts

Students need to have a micro and macro perception of
biological structures. They have to locate the celIs within
the plant and human body. Different types of cells are

invorved in the different tlpes of ceII division - the celrs
of the reproductive organs of animals and plants undergo

meiotic and mitotic division, whereas ordinary somatic cerrs

only undergo mitotic tlpe of cerr division. students need to

"transcend" diagrams and prace the cerrs in their contexts.

students must arso know when the tlpes of division shourd or
would take place in the organism, €9. meiosis during
ga.metogenesis. Students must also be able to predict the

results of the tlpes of ceII division - one ceII dividing
mitoticarry would resurt in two identicar cerrs and one cerr
dividing meiotically would result in four ce1ls with half
the chromosomar number of the parent cerr. The sequence of
the stages of the two cell division tlpes is important for
the student to predict and reflect on the activity of the

cell organelles.
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5. Ability to use information from lnore than one source

Often more than one diagram is given and students are

required to derive an answer that needs careful
consideration of both or more diagra.ms. Sometimes the

answers to questions are implicit in the wording of the
question itself as well as in the diagra.ur.

B. THE ET.ABORATIONAL PEASE

This rerates to the way in which the individuar makes use of
the available data to formulate a response.

6. Ability to think about infomation stored in the brain

Probrems are usuarry represented graphicarry and students

need to decode that data in order to process a sorution. rn
probrem sorving, students need to use previousry gathered

information of the cerr structure and the process of cerl
division to arrive at an Ernswer. They have to understand the
differences between the two tlpes of cerl division, the
differences between ceII division in prant and in animal

cerrs and arso the sequences in the stages of the two t1.pes

of division. The students should not onry be reriant on

concrete, but also on ahstract information.
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7. Ability to select relevant cues

Students have to recognise cues necessary to arrive at a

correct response. The shape of the ceII and also the number

of outer membranes are cues to ceII tpe; chromosomal

arrangement are cues to the tlpe of ceII division;
chromosomar arrangement are cues to the specific phases in
the division; chromosomal number is a cue to the t14pe of
ceII d.ivision; presence or absence of certain ceII
organelles are cues as to the trce of ceII and the phase of
the division.

8. Ability to make comparisons automatically

Students need to be motivated to consider and compare

different diagrams in their specific phases, and to
understand what those differences and similarities imply.

From those comparisons important relationships can be

established.

9. Ability to automatically sumarise inforuation

This function focuses on the students' need system, rather
than on the inabirity to su.mmarise. students need to produce

rerationships between different given sets of information.
Students will not be successful at understanding celI
division or the probrems rerating to ceII division if they
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interact with the information in a fragmented manner, but
need to pull and tie things together to get a clearer
perception of the information.

10. Need to pursue logical evidence

Feuerstein et aI. (1980:95-96) state that this is an

attitude. students are often not aware of, or disturbed by,

their illogical responses to questions. For exanple, as a
response to the question of why mitosis can never be called
a reduction division, students often respond by saying that
meiosis is the reduction division. They do not consider the

consequences if mitosis were to be a reduction division -
generations would alter dramatically and classifications of
organisms wourd not be a reality; ie. the chromosomal number

of species, and therefore characteristics, would not be kept

constant over generations.

11. Ability ts angBlf€ in planning behaviour

students need to set goars and determine the steps necessary

to achieve those goals. For example, Lf the student is
required to irrustrate graphicarry a particurar cerr type at
a specific stage of a celt division t1pe, she needs to
construct a pran and know the inprications of each step in
the pursuit of the answer.
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C. THE OTITPTTT PHASE

This refers to the abirity of the individual to comnunicate

the results of a particular elaborative process.

L2. Mature comnunication

This is particurarry important in examination situations
where students present their sorutions in vagrue and general

terms, not utilising accurate biologicar concepts and terms.

The assunrption is that the teacher knows what the student is
trying to convey.

13. Controlled and planned a-pression of ideas

students need to pran their reponses in terms of sequence

and arso be aware of the steps involved to reach a certain
goal. tJritten responses are often untidily given with
evidence of the students' changing their decisions about

their answers diagrans and words are crossed out and

sometimes correct answers are replaced by incorrect
responses.

14. Precise and accurate use of words anrd concepts

This is important in a content subject like biorogy that is
raden with jargon. This function is rerated to the abirity
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of students to think about and use previously gathered

information and also to their need for accuracy and

precision. Students need to cultivate a desire to make

biological terms part of their verbal repertoire.
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CHAPTER 6: THE INTER\IEITTION PROCEDTJRE

STAGE 1: TIIE MLE QT,ESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire (see Appendix 1) was administered to the

students in order to gain some insight into the extent of
MLE, particularly in the home environment, while they rrrere

growing up.

The responses indicate that some MLE had occurred in the

experiences of these students, but that MLE had not occurred

sufficiently to produce students with high levels of
cognitive modifiability. (see Appendix L for a summary of
responses to the questionnaire. )

For the questions rerating to the socio-economic status of
phe students, there was an overwhelmingry negative response

(questions 21 5, 7,91 10, 11, !2r 15, ZO.) For the
questions pertaining to communication (L, Z, 6, 7, L2, !3,
L4, L6, L7), negative responses outweighed the positive
responses. The impliction of this was noted by the teacher
in the communication skills of the students in normal

classroom activity.
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The picture is different where questions relate to cultural
transmission as a category of MLE. Most of the students seem

to have quality time with the extended fanily, whereby

especlally the grandparents shared their pasts. In this way

these students had access to information outside the field
of their experience.

Eighty percent of the students responded positively to the

question which asks whether they were always punished for
their wrongdoings. As noted earlier, Lidz (1991:291)

observes that the Iiterature indicates that less punitive
parents have the most competent children.

The questionnaire was intended only to provide a rough

indication of the extent of MLE of the students, and its
outcome was not considered to have any vital bearing on the

intervention which followed. The aim of the project was to
provide a spate of intensive mediated learning experience to
see whether this would bring about a relative change in the

cognitive abilities of the students, and also in their self-
concepts. This could be done irrespective of the base, in
terms of prior MLE, from which the students were setting
out.
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STAGE 2: THE FIRST SELF-CONCEPT MEAST,REI.TENT

This group of low achieving students confirmed the

conclusion of Kimball (1958:406-4L5), Purkey (1979:LB), and

Burns (1980:227 ) that low achievers possess a low self-
concept. As mentioned earlier, the instrument used was the

Self-Concept Inventory of Vrey & Venter (L983b). The results
were the following:

Student Self-concept Score

1 2L

39

45

51

60

59

44

54

44

58

2

3.

4

5.

6

7

8.

9

L0.

According to Vrey & Venter, (L983a:19) these student are in
the range of a low self-concept. They indicate that a score

between 38 and 62 can be classified as a low self-concept

score. It is significant that the first student had an

extremely low self-concept score of 2L.
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STAGE 3: TEE IITTERVETTTION

The short programme of intensive mediated learning
experience in biology was provided with the foltowing
aspects taken into consideration.

a The incorporation of the essential characteristics of
MLE as well as the non-essential characteristics.

b. The cognitive function relevant to the learning of
ceII division as set out in Chapter 5 above.

c The teacher tries to encourage maximun participation
by the students in each session.

A more detailed account is given of the resson sets below.

(This is surnmarised in schematic form in Appendix 3A, Tabres

1 to 4. ) The sessions are discussed in sets of two, BS they
were desigmed as rerated pairs with regard to content. This

arso avoids repetition in the description of the sessions,

which follow a similar pattern.

Firstry, an account of how the essentiar and non-essential
parameters are incorporated into the sessions
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wilI be given. Secondly, the cogmitive functions encouraged

during the sessions will be discussed. Lastly, a discussion

of other observations made during the progression of the

sessions wiII be discussed. For reference, the diagrErms used

during the sessions are provided. (See Appendix 38. )

As mentioned before, the sessions were planned by consulting
the model of Kopp-Greenberg (1991224L-259)z A Model for
Providing Intensive MLE in Preschool Settings.

EI.ABORATION ON TEE SESSIONS

The teacher found the sessions to be quite dlmamic and

fluid, so it was not possible to adhere to any rigid lesson

plan. The main intention was to share the contents of each

Iesson, with an effort being made at input of the essential
and non-essential parameters, and cognitive functions
enhancement.
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SESSIONS 1 & 2: INTRODUCTION TO CELL DMSION

SIGNIFICANCE OF CELL DIVISION

THE ESSENTIAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF MLE:

1. Intentionality and reciprocity

The teacher reminded the students that they were

participating in a research project (for which their
permission had been previously obtained). The project
involved the use of a different teaching method from that
they were familiar with in the normal biologry classes.

The plan of the programme, including an outline of the

content, was put to the students and was accepted by them.

The students were thanked for their participation in the
project. With this an effort was made as suggested by Kopp-

Greenberg (l-991z22l) to "come between the students and the

material, thoughts or events in the environment in an

attempt to focus the attention of the child".

2. Ueaningf

The significance of cerr division was discussed by putting
the following question to the students: "why is it important

that cerrs in the human body have to make more cerrs?" The
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question was deliberately put in this wdy, void of
scientific termsr so that the students courd rerate to the

question more easily.

In groups of two, they discussed the question and five
minutes later each pair was asked to give their response.

Each response was tabled and from there, with the input of
other students and the teacher, adequate responses rirere

formulated. The following cane out of the discussions: women

needed to reprenish their brood cerrs rost at menstruation;

danaged tissues needed to be repaired; dead cells needed to
be replaced; more cells were needed in order for the embryo

to grow after fertilisation.

These responses refrect emotionar invorvements on the part
of the students during their discussions. As Feuerstein
(L99L224) states, this is the I'energetic dimension of the

interaction, it answers guestions of 'why and what for"'.
The students were activery invorved in sorting out the whore

meaning and significance of ceII division itself and the

importance of knowing why cells divide.

3. Transcendence

Students were asked to reflect on their past knowledge of
the structure of the cerr and its organelles as covered in
detail in the Std 8 syllabus. Students were requested to
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close their eyes during this exercise. As the imagistic
domain was tapped, they were encouraged to traver inside the

cerr, mentioning the organerres as they were encountered and

then making a stop at the nucleus. This was intentionally
done as the rore of the nucreus in cerr division was taken

up in sessions three and four. As they named the organerles

the teacher mentioned the functions and emphasis was put on

the function of the nucreus and. the chromatin network. The

students were told that the next set of sessions wourd focus

on the role of the nucleus. The term "karyogramy" - nuclear

division - was discussed, with the teacher sharing the

etiology of the word and relating the term to prokaryotic

organisms as discussed earlier in the Std 9 syllabus.

TEE NON-ESSEIITIAL ASPECTS OF !{LE

4. Regrulation of bebaviour

The teacher determined the pace of the activities, both in
the imagistic and concrete realms. The students were

instructed when to reflect, exanine organelles and write
down and share their responses on a rotating basis. At the

same time they were guided as to when to make arrowances for
the spontaneous responses of other students. rn this way an

aurareness was mediated to engage in behaviour appropriate to
the Iearning activity. (Kopp-Greenberg, 1991 :252)
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5 Feeling of coupetence

The teacher acknowredged all students' responses by writing
them on the blackboard and, with further disussi,on, formed

adequate solutions. The smarrer groupwork ericited better
interaction, with students feeling safer to share their
ideas. During these two sessions the teacher repeated.Iy

emphasised the students' ability to successfurry engage and

complete instructions and activities.

TEE COGNITI\IE FT'NCTIONS

1. Conparative behaviour

students hrere asked to compare the structures of prant and

animal cerrs. They mentioned the differences between these

two celr t11pes and noted the importance of the absence or
presence of certain organelles in dividing prant and animal

cells, ie. the general shape of the celI; the absence of
centrioles on plant cells; the absence of a ceII waII in
animar cells; the presence of pits in prant cells. Diagrams

were projected and students risted the differences between

dividing and non-dividing plant and animal cells.
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2. Focused perception

rn their refrection on prant and animar cerls, they crosed

out arr other stimuri and focused on cerr structures arone.

At the instruction to mentally switch from a plant to an

animal cell and vice versa, they were asked to ,'see',

significant organerres or notice the absence thereof in
particurar ceII t1pes. As they made the mentar stop at the

nucreus this was enrarged and projected onto a screen. This

exercise demanded focused concentration as werr as the
utilisation of information stored from previous work

covered. tilhere students courd not do the latter, cues were

provided for the exercise to continue.

3. Space and time concepts

students were instructed to concentrate on ceIls at a micro

level and to notice the details of the cerr organerres. They

were taken through an organism lever of organisation to
systems, orElans, tissues and cellular arrangement of living
tissue.

The cycricar nature of cerr division was exprained with the

stages invorved. rt was arso emphasised that these stages of
the divisions proceeded with no noticeabre pause between the

stages, but the positions of the cel1 structures provided

the cues as to the stage of the division.
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4- Thinking about information stored

This was expricitry done when students were asked to recarr
and compare the structures of plant and animal cells as

covered in the previous year's syrrabus. Assistance was

given to those students experiencing difficulty.

5. Selection of relevant cues

students urere sensitively made aware of their errors when

serecting irrerevant cues when responding to a question of
comparing prant and animar cerrs. rn cooperation with the
students, categrories of comparison were drawn up: ceII
shape; orElanelles ahsent or present; structures ahsent or
present.

6. Controlled and planned e-pression of ideas

The teacher here modelled the pranning process in accepting
arr responses and formurating a single acceptable response

from their input. During the sessions the teacher also

thought aloud to model for the students a response to a

particular guestion where they failed to give the correct
answer.

Eg. "What must I look for?"
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"A centrosome teIls me that this is an animal ceII and

because the nuclear membrane is not clear this ceII is
in the process of dividing. The chromatin network is
visible as chromosomes, which is another sign that the

celI is dividing. "

OTHER OBSERVATIONS

At first these students were hesitant to participate in the

disussions. They expressed their unfamiliarity with the

think-aloud process. This is understandabre as they are the
very students who are more that often overlooked in the

usuar classroom activity. They also successfulry hide behind

the better achieving students in the class.

Midway through the second session, attempts were noticed at
participation. rn their pairs they fert much easier about

participation, but were stirr hesitant when having to report
their conclusions and responses. A sense of ',recharged"
commitment was detected at the end of the second session.

This was verbarised by a few students who said that they

conceived of this section of the syllabus as being
particularly obscure, but now saw the possibility of a

better understanding of this section of work.
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Due to the student pairing and the teacher being abre to
acknowredge each of their responses, which is not arways

possibre in the ordinary crass, the teacher noticed that
generally unresponsive students offered their own ideas in
their pairs.
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SESSIONS 3 & 4: ROLE OF NUCLEUS IN CELL DMSTON

ltrTosrs

THE ESSET{TIAL CEARACTERISTICS oF T.'LE

l-. Intentionality and reciprocity

Students were involved in ,'sutrrmation, repetition and

f raning" as suggested by Kopp ( j.985 :!Z) , in order to
orientate them and provide a basis for these sessions to
develop. During the sessions students were invorved in
making diagrams, labelling verbalIy, writing, and

formurating and answering guestions individuarry and in
groups.

several times the teacher verbarised her intentions when

giving instructions and arso informing them of the reason

for engaging in an activity. Eg. ,iWe repeat what we

compreted yesterday so that we can rink it to what we are

going to do today and tomorrow." Feuerstein (1991:12) states
that "reciprocity is a r,ray to turn an impricit intention
into an explicit, volitional and conscious act.,'
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2. Meaning

A refrection on the previous sessions' concrusions on the
sigmificance of cerr division was done in order to bring the

students into touch with the importance of the activities in
those sessions. rn discussions with the students, meaning

and significance was brought to the crasswork by sharing
with them a belief that they were capabre of grasping and

solving problems in cell division and pointing to the

highlights of the previous sessions.

on the content lever, the importance of the chromosomal

constancy of species was discussed and students were made

aware of how efficientry the process of cerr division
ensured this. The teacher asked them why they thought it was

important to know the diagrans with their rabers. Meaning

was conveyed when the teacher told them that the presence or
ahsence of labers gave abundant cues a-bout a particular
cerl. For exanrple, a celr with an absent nucrear membrane

and centriores present, with the single chromosomes on the
equatoriar prane, indicated a dividing animar cell at the
metaphase stage of mitosis. The following are the cues:

nuclear membrane not visibte and visibre chromosomes

indicate a dividing cerr; centrioles indicate that the cerl
is an animar cerl; singre chromosomes indicate that the cerl
is undergoing a mitotic division; the arrangement at the
equatoriar prane of the cerr indicates that the phase in the
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division is metaphase. The teacher emphasised that in an

examination situation the students shourd be vigilant and

Iook for such cues when solving a problem.

3. Transcendence

As the session progressed, the teacher tried, where

possible, to link the contents with past work covered and

more importantly to the meiotic tl4pe of division. At each

phase of mitosis the points of comparison were highlighted.
Eg. prophase: single chromosomes appear during mitosis, but
at meiosis the chromosomes are double. At that stage the

specific rabelling and terms as they rerate to a meiotic
division were omitted.

As the mitotic explanation continued, further points of
comparison were highrighted. At metaphase the chromosomes

rie singry at the equatoriar plane and the centromere splits
at anaphase, but at metaphase of meiosis the chromosomes rie
in their homorogous pairs at the eguatoriar prane and the

centromeres do not split at anaphase of meiosis.

The principres of ceII division were emphasised with the

appropriate diagrams. students were made aware that the same

principres appried to a meiotic division, but the behaviour

of the chromosomes was slightly different.
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After the discussion of terophase in mitosis, the teacher
put the folrowing statement to the students: "These singry
stranded daughter chromosomes appear as comprete doubre

stranded chromosomes at prophase of a next mitotic
division. " This initiarry left the students uneasy and the

teacher used this opportunity to briefry rerate how this is
possible due to DNA reprication where the complementary

strand was slmthesised in the nucreus. This exercise was

transcendent in nature as it clearly went beyond the

immediate goar of the session, with future work being rinked
to the present material discussed.

NON-ESSE}TTIAI FACTORS OF ULE

4. Sharing behaviour

This was done mainry by the teacher sharing her knowredge or
information and so to speak "unlocking" the mystery of the
reappearance of those single stranded chromosomes as double

stranded at the prophase of a subsequent division.

rn their pairs, students also shared their ideas with each

other while trying to answer the questions.
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5. Regrulation of behaviour

The teacher determined the pace of the activities by terring
the students what, how and when to do certain things. Eg.

"First fill in the labels. Now, taking the labels into
consideration, decide whether this is a plant or an animaL

cerl. Each time you must provide a reason for your answer."

with subsequent diagr.rms in these sessions the necessity for
detailed instruction of this nature d.iminished.

6. Feeliag of coupetance

Again, all responses were acknowredged. students suggested

why each response courd, or shourd not, be incruded in the
answer. with the teacher, students explored the possibre

causes for incorrect responses so that students could

reflect on their own thought processes.

COG}IITIVE FT'NCTIONS

1. Couparative behaviour

with the dividing prant and animar cerrs projected onto a

screen, students had to compare the diagrams to determine

the cerr type. They arso had to compare diagrams of dividing
cells to determine the phase of division at which each cerr
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was. They needed to engage in extensive comparison to
arrange the ceII in the correct sequence of mitotic
division. Here there was arso the need to compare the given

diagrams with those mentar images they had of a standard
plant and animal cell.

2. Concepts of space and time

This was encouraged by asking students to prace the diagrErms

so that they depicted the correct sequence for cetr divison.
During this exercise they were asked to verbatise the
reasons for their answers. rt was pointed out to them that
cells at different parts of the body undergo divison at
different times and that the process occurred as the body

demanded new cells to be produced. students were constantry
reminded that these events occurred on a micro rever and in
order to observe them we needed to make use of microscopes.

They were then shown a sride of d.ividing cerls in an onion
root tip and a fish embryo, where the demand for rapid cerr
production is high.

3. Thinking about iufozuation stored in the brain

Diagrams with only the outrines of the cerr were projected
which the students had to comprete in order to indicate a

given phase of division. This required students to refrect
on the information discussed in the sessions as werr as on
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the information of the previous syllabus in order to
complete the task.

4. llature comunication modalities

For students to share their responses they needed to employ

correct biological terms. Students were given clear
directives as to the way in which they had to communicate

their .rnsvrers. They had to regard the other students in the
group as needing to know every detail. They were encouraged

to provide aII the evidence necessary "for the listener's
comprehension of the information conveyed" (Feuerstein

L980:99).

This presented a charrenge, as the teacher susmarised their
responses and evaluated them in terms of concepts and terms

omitted. The other students were invited to take the

recommendations and present more appropriate versions of the

responses.

5. Perception of relationships

Throughout the sessions, the teacher deriberately rerated
aspects of the materiar being discussed to rater or earrier
work in the syllabus.
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OTIIER OBSERVATIONS

The students seemed more relaxed and keen to participate in
discussion than in the previous sessions. The correct

responses were acknowledged not only by the teacher but also

spontaneously by the groups. The guidance, corrections and

direction that punctuated the sessions were well taken and

positively responded to by the students.
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SESSIONS 5 & 6: IIITRODUCTION TO ITTEIOSIS

MEIOSIS I

ESSEIITIAL CEARACTERISTICS OF MLE

1. Intentionality and reciprocity

As with the other sessions, a brief overview of the
principres of ceII division was given with the participation
of the students. students were reminded that in meiosis the

same phases occurred, but that in meiosis there were two

nucrear divisions and that the division resurted in four
haploid cel}s. The students were activery encouraged to ask

question which were responded to by the teacher as werr as

the rest of the group. At the beginnings of these sessions

and-throughout the teacher and students were'"arternatively
responding to each other" (Tzurie1 199L:9?) and there was

evidence of the students relating to the information.

2 - l,teaning

The folrowing statement was put to the students: "Arr humans

have 46 chromosomes in their body cells, yet aII humans

originate from two human cerrs at fertirisation. " After
extensive discussion, it was concruded that we needed to
know the mechanisms governing sex celI production
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(gametogenesis). Students conveyed the need for knowledge

about the behaviour of chromosomes during the production of
sex cells in order to preserve chromosomal constancy in
species. Students were also made aware that a knowledge of
meiosis was necessary for clearer understanding of the

mechanisms of genetics a rater section in their sytrabus.

The quarity of discussion in response to the statement had

crear motivationar sigmificance as students reftected on

their own being and origin and on that of their possibre

offspring.

3. Transcendence

From the above, transcendence was mediated in that students
perceived the meaning of the information for the present

activities of those sessions and atso for the future section
of genetics.

At the discussions of inheritance, students reflected upon

their uniqueness as individuars having their own genetic

constitution and upon their simitarities with their
parents; of being a mixture of their mother's and their
father's genetic make-up. As Tzuriel (1991:97) states,
transcendence has taken place when there is a reaching out
for goals that have nothing or little to do with the

original activity. students were very happy to share their
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unique characteristics and inherited personar traits with
the rest of the group.

NON-ESSEITTIAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF !{LE

4. Sharing behaviour

"sharing behaviour refrects the need of the individuar to go

out of his own self in the direction of participating with
others to make others participate with him,, (Feuerstein

1991:40). As mentioned above, the students willingly
participated in exchanging information about their inherited
and unique characteristics. Among the traits cited were

tongrue rolling, eye colour, hair texture, hair colour and

skin colour. The students responded to the initiar statement

through discussion and further questions to the teacher and

challenges to the rest of the group.

5. Individuation

The d,iscussions invariabry pointed to their uniqueness as

individuals not only in their genetic make-up, but in the

different ways in which they approached and sotved the
problems posed in the sessions.
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6. Regulation of behaviour

This was encourgaed by the rotation of reporting within the
groups. One person was made responsible to facilitate the

interaction in the groups to ensure that arr the students

had input in the discussions. The teacher moved between the
groups to observe.

COGNITIVE FUIICTIONS

1. Focused perception

Their attention was drawn to the details in the diagrams

depicting the different stages in meiosis I. They lrere

encouraged to attend to each diagram in a discriminate way

and to utilise relevant cues when attempting to solve a

problem.

2- Planned and systematic e.rploration of the tearning
situation

with the mediation of the regruration of behaviour in the
previous sessions, this aspect was encouraged to a large
extent. students were guided in their pace and activity when

working in the sessions. special consideration was given to
the necessity for the students to be guided with respect to
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inhibition as well as initiation. Students were gruided in
terms of the time investment for particular problem tlpes.
Eg. when reproducing a diagram of a plant cell at prophase

of meiosis I, it is unnecessary to depict ceII organelles

that differentiate a plant and animal cel1. Instead, only
the shape of the cell and the absence of the centromere

should provide the cue. It is also useful to use only two

pairs of chromosomes when having to depict aII the stages in
meiosis as the probrern of drawing more chromosomes becomes a

waste of time and writing space in the three subsequent

phases.

3. Precise understanding of words and concepts

rn addition to the terms utilised in mitosis, the students

needed to know and employ the new concepts and terms unique

to meiosis - bivalents, homologous, tetrad, chiasmata,

haproid. The teacher consciously moderred the usage of the

known and the new terms so as to encourage their use.

students were once again reminded that accurate usage of
biorogical terms was important when presenting solutions to
biologicar probrems, both in the crassroom and in the extrms.
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4. Abitity to think about infonuation stored in the brain

For the students to have progressed to the explanation and

the understand.ing of meiosis, they needed to rely on and use

their knowledge of ceII structure and mitosis. The

principles of the mitotic division had to be applied to the

meiotic division.

5. Time and space concepts

Once again students were taken on an imaginative journey

through organs to tissues and c.rme to a stop at the tissues

of the reproductive organs as this is where meiosis takes

prace, where the diploid number of 46 chromosomes is reduced

to the haploid number of 23 for each gamete (sex ceII).

In the past, students often stated that meiosis takes place

in the sex cerrs. This is incorrect as it takes prace during

sex ceII formation. The above exercise was done to orientate
the rocus of this tlpe of cerr division. The 46 chromosomes

in the somatic ceII are reduced to 23 by meiosis and the

second meiotic d.ivision, which is essentiarry mitotic, takes
place to increase the number of sex cells.
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During the completion and production of their own diagrartrs,

students needed to be familiar with time and space concepts

to precisely grasp instructions and to organise their
output.

CITEER OBSERVATIONS

The sharing of ideas and participation in discussion became

more spontaneous and confident. Students felt more at ease

within the group and with the teacher. Some of the usually
non-participating students in the normal classroom expressed

surprise at their own correct verbar and written responses

to questions. FeIlow students started encouraging one

another during the d.iscussions which indicated a confidence

in their own evaluations of others' responses.
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SESSIONS 7 & 8: MEIOSIS II
CYTOKIITESIS

TIIE ESSETTrIAL CEARACTERISTICS OF ULE

1 Intentionality and reciprocity

students were told that at the conclusion of these sessions

they wourd be capabre of answering adequatery any section on

ceII division in an examination situation. The necessity of
understanding cell division for the later grasping of the
genetics section was emphasised.

Arr questions vrere answered by the teacher and students were

taken, with their participation, through a summary of the

content of the work done up to that stage.

2. l{eaning

The teacher conveyed the meaning of meiosis II as the

conclusion of the karyotic reduction division. cytokinesis
concluded the division of the whore ceII. At the end of the

meiotic division a comparison with the mitotic division can

be made and tabulated. The students tabulated the

differences observed thus far.
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3. Transcendence

In these sessionsr BS throughout the intervention progranme,

the explicit intention of the teacher was to mediate a

feeling of competence to the students. The mediation of a

feeling of competence is transcendent in nature by the

virtue of the intention of the urediator.

The review and evaluation of the session is also

transcendent as it goes beyond the information handled in
the sessions. The secondary objective of this assigrnrnent,

that of enhancing the self-concept of the students through

these intensive MLE sessions, transcends the immediate goals

for each of the sessions. However a more detailed analysis

of this aspect will be considered later.

NON-ESSENTIAL PARAMETERS

4. I{ediating of sharing behaviour

Much effort was made on the part of the teacher for the

students to perceive her as another participating learner in
the development of the sessions. This was particularly
emphasised in the last set of sessions were the teacher

Iearnt of their unigue genetic characteristics and also

shared hers with the students.
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With the evaluation and reflection on the sessions the

teacher had the role of a learner wanting to know from the

students their interpretation of the sessions.

The teacher also shared with the students what these

sessions had highlighted for her, ie. that each student had

the potential to understand information and solve problems

if the essential parameters of MLE lrere observed; a

demonstration of how each student had her own set of
experiences that she brought to the learning situation and

also that a general feeling of well-being was created when

students better grasped the explanations and successfully
completed problems; and that by observing the essential and

other parameters of MLE, the teacher felt satisfied with the

mode in which the whole learning process in these sessions

had taken place.

5. Individuation

During these sessions students were reguired to complete

their responses remaining seated next to their partners, but

their manipulations had to be done individually. During the

report-back session attention was drawn to the different
ways in which each student responded to the problems posed.

At this stage the teacher felt that it was in order to
encourage individuation as "individuation can best be

developed as a process of mediation which is preceded and
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accompanied by sharing behaviour, meaning, transcendence and

aII the emotional engagement underlying MLE" (Feuerstein

1991:42). In the preceding sessions, energies were directed

to sharing, transcending and mediating competence.

6. l{ediation of a feeling of corpetence

This was energetically done, not only from the sigmals that
the students interpreted from the teacher, but as reflected
in the interaction and responses by the rest of the group to

one another in their attempts to solve the problems. This

feeling of competence is necessary for the students to
approach the exaninations, if only for this section, with
confidence.

Special attention was given to Feuerstein's warning

(199L:29) that competence does not necassarily imply a

feeling of competence on the students' part, but to generate

this feeling requires the intervention of a mediator who

interprets the mastery and the competence and turns it into
an awareness, feeling and consciousness of competence for
the students.
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COGNITI\IE FT'NCTIONS

1. Ability to seek relevant cues

students needed to be aware of the ahsence or presence of
certain cell structures that depict cytokinesis in different
cell t1pes. For example, the formation of a ceII plate from

the centre to the periphery of the cell indicates a plant
ceII in the process of cytokinesis and a constriction from

the periphery to the centre ind.icates an animar cerr during

cytokinesis. rn addition to this the presence or absence of
structures provided a further clue as to the tlpe of cerr in
cytokinesis.

As mentioned previousry, this cogmitive function was tapped

when students had to denote the tlpe of ceII, tlpe of
division and the phase of a particular division. For

example, the presence of centrioles indicates an animal

cell; the presence of pits and/or a ceII waII indicates a

plant celI; chromosomal position and visibility of nuclear

membranes inAicate particular phases in the dividing
processi the presence of homologous pairs, tetrads and

chiasmata indicate a meiotic division. Throughout, students

were encouraged to verbalise the cues employed to arrive at
their responses.
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2- Need to pursue logical evide''ce

This was particularly relevant when students were asked to
calculate possible chromosomal numbers of the resulting
cells. For example, a somatic ceII always has 2(n) or the

diploid nu-mber of chromosomes, while the sex cells or
gametes always have the (n) or haploid number of
chromosomes. This also implies that a cell with an uneven

nurnber of chromosomes has to be a gamete.

Students needed to project daughter ceII numbers and

chromosomal numbers from given specimens. For example, when

four somatic cells with a chromosomal number of twelve

undergoes meiosis, the result would be 16 gametes with a

chromosomal nurnber of 6.

3. llature comunication modalities

Again the students needed to understand terms and concepts

used from the previous sessions to adequately respond and

communicate their responses to the rest of the group.

Excessive gesticulation and use of general terms were

severly discouraged for these sessions so as to persuade the

students to employ the correct terms and concepts. Where the

students experienced difficulty, the other students were

encouraged to fiII in the correct terms.
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS

Adeguate attempts and solutions urere provided for the
problems posed in these sessions and students fert more

confident in sharing their responses with the group. A sense

of satisfaction was detected anong the students themserves

at their increasingly correct answers. Students felt
supported by the group in their efforts.

The initiarry hesitant students were much nore spontaneous

in sharing their ideas and answers with the group. There was

expression by some students that they were eager to test
their skiIls in class tests and the forthcoming

exaninations.

As Feuerstein (L991-:17) states, interactions "animated by an

intention and an effort to create a relationship of
reciprocity can be viewed as powerful and rich in
behaviourar, mentar and emotionar components." The teacher
felt deeply satisfied at the reciprocal nature of the
relationship between herself and the group, the progression

from hesitancy to spontaneity in some students and their
mastery of not onry the content of cerl division, but that
of the principres of division in cerrs. At the concrusion of
these sessions, a feering of confidence and motivation was

cornnunicated by the students.
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STAGE 4: A SECO}TD SELF-CONCEPT MEAST,REMENT

At the conclusion of the sessions the students were informed

that a second self-concept test would take place. Clear

instructions were given and students were encouraged to
answer the test in the most honest wBy, as they had done

previously. We met at the sane time the following day at the

same venue. The s€rme instrunent - Self-Concept Inventory
(Vrey & Venter:1983b) - was used. The result follows, in
conparison to the first self-concept measurement:

STT'DENT 1st RESUTT 2nd RESULT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

2L

39

45

51

60

59

44

54

44

58

40

60

8L

69

65

70

64

63

58

7610.

These results are discussed in Chapter Z below.
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CEAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

The resurts of the study indicate that for arr the students

there was Eu1 increase in their second score for the sErme

self-concept test. According to the crassification of Vrey &

Venter (1983a:19) these students, with the exception of
student t, would now faII into the category of having a

medium self-concept.

rt can then be concruded that for each of the students their
self-concept was infruenced in a positive manner by exposure

to mediation during the sessions.

It can also be concluded that there was a successful

mediation of the need to changre, as ,not often encouraged

for a person who is a retarded performer" (Feuerstein, Rand

& Rlmders 1988:83). The students and the teacher witnessed a

sigmificant change in the students' behaviour from passive

acceptance to active participation in the learning process

towards the end of the sessions.

Traditionally, underachievers are viewed by teachers as

unchangeable entities and often predictions are offered
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about their future academic attainments. Feuerstein et aI.
(1988) argue that "the possibility of change needs to be

understood clearly by professionals and must be actively
pursued through their mediational efforts". (Ibid:84). One

may at this stage add that it is also important for
educators to be aware that successful med,itational efforts
imply an enhancement of an underachieving student's self-
concept.

Schuler (1987:7) ascribes student passivity to earlier
inadequate mediated learning experiences. For this group it
was determined by the questionnaire that there was this
deficiency. After sessions 1 and 2 the students participated
more and this participation increased throughout the

subsequent sessions.

One can thus say that, with the progression of the sessions,

as the positive interpretation of their environnent

increased so their serf-concept improved. For these sessions

and this study, a reciprocal relationship between MLE and

self-concept was displayed.

Burns (19822288) craims that teacher attitudes, varues and
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teaching methods do have an impact on the students, self-
concept formation. MLE as a teaching method, implying a

teacher's commitment to the possibility of change in the

student, inherently creates a climate in which the self-
concept of students can be developed in a positive way.

It could be argrued that over a period of time, their self-
concept and participation levels may be retained and

improved if comparabre revers of mediation are sustained in
the classroom.

A study over a longer time period, with a group receiving
continued mediation and a contror group not receiving such

mediation, wourd be required for more definitive conclusions
to be drawn on such changes. The author is inctined to
accept what Feuerstein, Rand & Rlmders (1988:xi) have ca1led

"the principle of the possible',. This is that whatever a

student can be motivated and educated to do just once

becomes the level of reasonable expection for the future.

rn the present instance, the point made at the outset needs

to be repeated: viz. that this is more of a quaritative than

a quantitative study. In addition, it deals with human

subjects rather than inanimate materials and the
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intervention is more crinicar in nature than experimentar.

Evidence has been accumulated with regard both to MLE and

the measurement of self-concept. rf other researchers were

to emulate this study, even in a different subject area, the

outcomes courd reliabry be compared with those of this study
provided that a rerevant and standard.ised serf-concept test
r^,ere applied before and after the intervention and provided

that the intervention itself were desigmed within the

Feuersteinian framework detailed above.

To say that any introduction of med.iated rearning experience

in a small group or classroom situation will result in a

sigmificant increase in the globa1 self-concept of the
underachieving learner would be too wide a claim to be

justified by this study. But the study does support the

conclusion that even a short but intensive period of
content-related mediated learning experience, carefully
structured along Feuersteinian rines, wirr improve the serf-
concept of r.rnderachieving students, at least in the short
term.
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The study does answer positively the initiar questions of
whether MLE improves thinking skiIIs and whether MLE

enhances the serf-concept of students whose educational

experiences have left them with feelings of inadequacy.

TEE HAY FORWARD

This study ind.icates that for this group of 10

underachievers, intensive MLE related to content did
infruence the serf-concept of students positivery. MLE as a
teaching method encapsulates the conditions for serf-concept
enhancement.

rt wourd be challenging to construct a moder in which rarger
vorumes of subject information courd be transrated into the

MLE framework for presentation in the usual classroom

setting where rarger nr:mbers of students are encountered.
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MEDIATED LEARNING EXPERIENCE 9T'ESTIONNAIRE

Below are the results of the quesionnaire which the group of
students completed, with the results alongside. Participants
were asked to tick the appropriate "YES" or rrNOrr response
for questions L to L4. Questions 1 to 15 also required a
"YES" or nNOrr response, but provided space for the
participants to elaborate if they chose to do so.

L. I attended pre-school.

2. As a child, I was encouraged to ask question.

3. I had nany playthings as a child.
4. As a child, I was punished for my wrongdoings.

5. My mother always gives the reasons for her
instructions.

6. I ask questions freely in the home.

7. My parents often read to me as a child.
8. There are topics that cannot openly be

discussed in the home.

9. My mother always answers me immediately.

10.I regrularly do things together with my family.
1L.I anr often consulted about household matters.

!2.I often sit and chat to my parents.

L3.I have often spent good times with
my grandparents.

L4.I enjoy the company of my relatives.
15. Did your mother work when you were sma1l?

L6. Were you often told to "know your place"
as a child?

YES

5

3

5

I

NO

5

7

5

2

7

7

I

3

3

2

3

5

3

4

2

7

5

7

6

I

4

3

1

6

7

9

2I
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L7. lrrlere you often corrected when speaking,
as a child?

18. Do your parents speak of their childhood?

19. Would you describe your parents as strict?
20. Do you PIAN things regularly with your parents?

2t. Wou1d you describe your parents as optimistic?
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APPENDIX 3A TABLE 1

SCHE}IE OF SESSION SETS

SESSIONS 1 and 2. INTRODUCTION AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CELL DIVISION

MLE CRITERIA COGNITTVE FI'NCTIONS ENCOT'RAGED

1. Intentionality
coming between students and
information
orientation of group: nature of
sessions & content

2 - Meaning
sign5.ficance of ceII division
emotional involvement

= need for repair and replacement
of damaged & old tissue

= growth of fertilised ovum
to fuII maturity

3. Trarrscendence
reference to past information

= celI structures
- use of imagination for reflecting

on celI strucures
projecting: the role of the
nucleus in future sessions

1 Comparative behaviour
comparison of plant and
animal celI structures

Z. Focused perception
reflecting on plant and
animal cell structures
diagrams projected:
nucleus & ceII tlpes

3. Time and space concepts
reflection on ceII structures

- micro- & macro cell structures
projected & located
cyclical nature of cell division
division as needed by body

4. Regrulation of behaviour
determine pace of activities

5. Feeling of competence
acknowledge aII responses
for formulation of correct
answers
smaller groups: Iess threatening

4.Thinking about information stored
- Std 8 syllabus recalled
- mental and oral revision

5. Selection of relevant cues
in comparison of cell tlpes

6. Controlled and planned expression
teacher as model for planning

OTHER OBSERVATIONS

1. Initial hesitance of students

Reructance to participate in groups and to individuarry respond
to questions.

Difficurty in moving from one modarity to another, eg. from
concrete to imaginary, from diagrams/graphic to verbal.

2

3

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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APPENDIX 3A TABLE 2

SESSIONS 3 and 4. ROIE OF NUCLEUS IN CELL DIVISION

MLE CRITERIA COGNITIVE FI

1. Intentionality
summation and framing
repetition
involving students:
= illustrations
= labelIing
= questioning
= groupwork

2 - Meaning
stressing the importance of
chromosomal constancy
significance of
= identifying labels
= identifying diagrams at different

stages in cell division

3. Transcendence
reflection
anticipation

= refer to DNA replication
= chromosomal structure indicative

of phase and division type
= refer to genetics

4. Sharing behaviour
teacher as model
groupwork/pairs

5. Regrulation of behaviour
facilitation of
responses

1. Comparat
comparin
comparin

2. Space and time concepts
sequencing of phases
division as needed
by organism

3. Thinking about information
reflect on previous work

4. Mature comnunication nodalities
encouraged appropriate use of
terminology

5. Perception of relationships
pointing to relationships
between immediate information
and later/earlier work

6. Feeling of competence
acknowledging responses
explore causes for incorrect
responses

OTITER OBSERVATIONS

L. Students appeared more relaxed.

2. Participation increased.

3. Responses less hesitant.

4. Attempts to use more language than gestures in responses.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



APPENDIX 3A TABLE 3

SESSIONS 5 AI{D 6.

A10

INTRODUCTION TO I'IEIOSIS & MEIOSIS I

COGNITI\TE FT'NCTIONS ENCOT'RAGED

1. Focused perception
analysis of diagratns, focus
on cues

2. Planned and systematic
exploration
economic use of time
related to regulation
of behaviour

Understanding of words & concepts
d.iscussion of meiosis
vocabulary
encouraged usage of new terms

4. Thinking about stored information
principles of mitosis applied
to meiosis with the differences
noted

Time and space concepts
recognition of phases
site of gametogenesis
and reduction division

MLE CRITERIA

1. Intentionality
repetition
comparison

2. Meaning
emotional involvement by
discussion of personal traits
importance of reduction division:
= constancy of chromosomal number
= crossing over for variation

3. Transcendence
reflection on personal traits
inherited from parents
anticipation of offspring's
possible traits
discuss "intelligence" as
only a result of genetics or not

4- Sharing behaviour
sharing discussion of personal
characteristics

5. Individuation
recogmition of uniqueness

3

5

6. Regrulation of behaviour
rotation of reporting responses

OTHER OBSERVATIONS

1. More confident discussion and reporting.

2. Increased use of correct terminology.

3. Active participation in discussions on personal inhereted
characteristics .

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



All
APPENDIX 3A TABLE 4

SESSIONS 7 ANd 8. I,TEIOSIS II & CYTOKI}TESIS IN PLA}flT AND ANIMAL CELLS

MLE CRITERIA COGNITIVE FT'NCTIONS ENCOT'RAGED

1. Intentionality
comparing meiosis & mitosis
scheduling of tasks & steps

2 - Hean.ing
clarify division principles
observe differences in strucure
and behaviour of chromosomes
discuss significance of meiosis

3. Transccndence
reflect on need for constancy of
chromosomes as discussed earlier
attempt to make students feel
their responses worthy

1. Selection of relevant cues
ceII shape for plant/animal cell
cytokinesis in plant/aminal ceII
organelle position for phase of
cell division

2- Pursuing logical evidence
for calculations of chromosomal
number

3. Mature communication nodalities
reporting responses to rest of
group using appropriate terms

4. Sharing behaviour
share responses with partners
and whole group

5. Individuation
individually completed tasks
compared with partner

6 Feeling of competence
competence mediated
acknowledge students' confidence

OTIIER OBSERVATIONS

Adequate attempts at illustrations and labelling.
Satisfaction among students at their responses.

Initially hesitant student much more interactive.
students expressed confidence for this section of the
examination.

1

2

3

4
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APPENDIX ]B

SESSIONS 1 and 2

A PIANT CEI],

AN A}IIMAL CEIL
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APPENDIX JB

DIAGRAM session 3 & 4

3 z

5

L. a. What tlpe of ceII is represented here?

b. Give a reason for your answer.

2. a. Name the phase of the mitotic d,ivision represented.

b. Give a reason for your ans$rer.

3. What phase wiII follow this one?

4. a. At wwhich phase will number 4 split?
b. What are the separate part of 4 called?

c. Part 4 splits, yet when a daughter ceII of A starts
dividing, 4 reappears as double stranded. How is this possible?

5. a. In whj.ch celL tlpe does mitosis occur

b. Why j,s mitosis important to living organisms?

6. a. What does the prefix "karyo" refer to?

b. What is karyokinesis?

+

I J
d t,

't
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THE NUCIEUS

'J
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APPXNDIX 
'BSESSIONS 1 and 4 / ! and.6

PLANT CELL

PLANT CELL

t

PLANT CELL

A15

Cell wall

Cenlrosome

Nucleolus

Nuclear membrane

Chromatin network

Nucleoplasm

Cell membrane

INTERPHASE
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ANIMAL CELL

ANIMAL CELL

ANIMAL CELL
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APPEI{DIX 
'BSESSIONS 1 and 4 / I and 6

PLANT CELL

PIJNT CELL

PI.ANT CELL

ANAPHASE

Nucleolus reaPPears

membrane reapPears

CeU Plate

lnvagination

Daughter chromosomes
arranged at

opposite poles

A15

V-shaped daughter
chromosomes

centromere has split

ANIMAL CELL

A}:IMAL CELL

ANIMAL CELL

TELOPHASE

Daughter cell

Daughter

Primary cell wall

Chromatin network

Daughter cell
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APPENDIX 
'BSESSIONS 5 and 5

(a/ INTERPHASE

A17

network

Diploid no. of
ctrromosomss

with
taking placo

Homologous chrcmosomes
anange themselves
on either side ol the

equatorial plane

(d) ANAPHASE l

(a, TELOPHASE 1

Honologous chromosomes separai
centromere does not split

(D/ PROPMSE 1

lnvaginalion

fcl METAPHASE 1 ITTE TELOPHASE 1

no. ol chromosomes

2 daughter cells:
each ol which now undergoes

rhe seccnd meiotic divisron
Exchanged
chromatid, 5
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APPENDIX 5B

SESS,IONS 5 aind 4 / I and I
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APPENDIX ]B

DIAGRAM SESSION 7 & 8

L. Use the outline and fill in the components so that this animal

cell represents one at metaptrase j.n meiosis I. The cell has

six chromosomes.

2- When would. meiosis occur in your own body?

3. Which stages precede and follow the stage you d.epicted above?

4. At which phase would crossin-over occur?

5. Give another term for a bivalent.

6. How many daughter cells wiII be formed if this ceII were to
complete meiosis?

7. What would these daughter celLs be knorun as?

8. How many chromosomes would these daughter cells have?

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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APPEITDIX 4A TEE TIILE RATING SCALE

This rating scale afford.s the opportunity to rate the guality of
mediation being exercised by a mediator (eg. a teacher) in terms of the
major criteria of Mediated Learning Experience. Each criterion is
presented below in terms of a negative pole which reflects a negation of
mediation in that sphere, and a positive pole, which indicates fulfilment
of the major criterion of mediation in that sphere.

A rating of performance at the mid-point on the scale would indicate a
neutral finding (that is, no evidence is provided for either sound
mediation or a negation thereof). A rating at the point nearer to the
negative or positive pole will reflect a negative or positive tendency
away from or towards mediation respectively, while a rating at the
positive or negative end wiIl indicate a generally positive or generally
negative set of behaviours.

To carry out your rating simply put a cross (X) on top of the point
selected along the continuum. Please rate at only one of the five points
given.

1. INTENTIONALITY AND RECIPROCITY

Fails to engage pupils Provides effective teacher-
pupil interaction

2. ME,AI.IING

Fails to provide purpose/
relevance of activities
or subjects

Makes explicit the values
and importance of
activities/subj ects

3. TRANSCENDENCE

lt
Fails to apply activities/subjects
beyond the immediate situation

lt
Promotes good bridging ideas,/
opportunities/app1 ications in
a broader context

4. COMPETENCE

tt
Emphasises negative aspects
of work/behaviour

I

Emphasises areas of
strength/success
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5. REGULATION AI{D CONTROL OF BEHAVIOUR

tt
Aggravates child' s impulsivity/
unplanned behaviour

tt
Promotes awareness of the
need for control/planned
behaviour

6. SHARING BEHAVIOUR

lt
Emphasises competition at
the expense of co-operation

tt
Encourages opportunities
for co-operation (eg.
groupwork)

7 INDIVIDUATION

lt
Encourages conformity

ttPositively values d,ivergent
responses and individual
d.if f erences

8. GOAL PLANNING

I

Sets unrealistic,
and/or no goals

I

arbitrary tt
Helps child set and plan
clear goals

9. SEARCH FOR CHALLENGE, NOVELTY

tt
Emphasises routine, conventional
approaches / activi t i es

tt
Encourages creativity/
appropriate risk taking

10. SELF.CIIANGE

tt
Encouragres external criteria
for measuring progress

tt
Promotes self -evaluation
of individual progress
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APPEITDIX 48 RESULTS OF TIIE I,TLE RATING SCALE

1. INTENTIONALITY AND RECIPROCITY

2 8

Fails to engage pupils Provides effective teacher-
pupil interaction

2. MEAIiIING

2 53

Fails to provide purpose/
relevance of activities
or subjects

Makes explicit the values
and importance of
activities/subj ects

3. TRANSCENDENCE

73

tt
Fails to apply activities/subjects
beyond the immediate situation

tt
Promotes good bridging ideas/
opportunities/appl ications in
a broader context

4. COMPETENCE

l_ 63

tt
Emphasises negative aspects
of work/behaviour

I

Emphasises areas of
strength/success

5. REGULATION AND CONTROL OF BEHAVIOUR

2 I

tt
Aggravates child' s impulsivity/
unplanned behaviour

tt
Promotes awareness of the
need for control/planned
behaviour
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6. SHARING BEHAVIOUR

73

tt
Emphasises competition at
the expense of co-operation

tt
Encourages opportunities
for co-operation (eg.
groupwork)

7. INDIVIDUATION

541

tt
Encourages conformity

ttPositively values d.ivergent
responses and individual
differences

8. GOAL PLANNING

73

I

Sets unrealistic,
and/or no goals

I

arbitrary tt
He1ps child set and plan
clear goals

9 SEARCH FOR CHALLENGE, NOVELTY

1 63

Emphasises routine, conventional
approaches / act ivi t i es

tt
Encourages creativity/
appropriate risk taking

10. SELF-CHANGE

1 72

tt
Encourages external criteria
for measuring progress

tt
Promotes self -evaluation
of individual progress
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